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with.vim. 7.4 A: Adding an environment variable named BASHOPTS, the default value of which is "nullglob", is the

recommended way to tell bash to treat the pattern "*" like the empty string instead of a wildcard. The easiest way to set this is to
add the following line to your ~/.bashrc file. export BASHOPTS="nullglob" On systems where the default value is "bashopts",

you can also set the environment variable to that value by running: export BASHOPTS="bashopts" Or you can set it to "null" by
default by running: unset BASHOPTS See for details. By using find with the --prune-empty-dirs and --delete options, you can

delete empty dirs from your find results. I am not sure why this will work (and how it even does), but it does: find. -maxdepth 1
-type d -prune -empty -delete ...which I suppose is equivalent to: find. -maxdepth 1 -type d -print | while read -r dir; do [ -d

"$dir" ] || continue; done | while read -r dir; do [ -d "$dir" ] || continue; done | while read -r dir; do [ -d "$dir" ] || continue; done |
while read -r dir; do [ -d "$dir" ] || continue; done | while read -r dir; do [ -d "$dir" ] || continue; done | while read -r dir; do [ -d
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"$dir" ] || continue; done | while read -r dir; do [ -d "$dir" ] || continue; done ...but it should do the same 82157476af
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